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TRANSLOETJE SOAP 

PRESS RELEASE

Meet Transloetje Soap. Like the tried and trusted Transloetje, but in fresh 
new colors. Transloetje Soap is just as transparent, in softer colors, 
helping it to blend smoothly with every item in the Fatboy collection. 

Nice to know!
• For indoor use. 

• Material: polycarbonate.

• Dimensions: 25.5 x 16.5 cm.

• 3 di� erent light settings.

• Adjustable by the touch of a � nger.

• Rechargeable.

• Portable.

Here’s the story
Transloetje has been a familiar face in the Fatboy collection for many years. But don’t be fooled by this 
transparent table lamp. That might look like an old-fashioned light bulb, but inside it has an energy-
e�  cient LED heart. This retro table lamp is cordless and rechargeable – which means it can be used 
anywhere. Just tap its base to inject instantaneous ambiance into any and every room. 

In conjunction with designer Carole Baijings, Fatboy has developed Transloetje Soap, a softer version of 
its original namesake. Transloetje Soap blends perfectly with every item in the Fatboy collection. With 
the Colour Blend Collection, for example. The iconic, bright red internal cord has been given a warm, 
ocher-yellow color. And the charging box in its base has been made grey-green and semi-transparent, 
revealing the contours of what’s going on behind it. 

With special cappies
Topping your Transloetje with a Metallicappie will give extra glow 
to any room. And Metallicappie Grid and Dot, which were also 
developed with Carole Baijings, add an extra dimension to that 
glow. By day the cutting pattern on the Grid has a pleasing 
structure. As night falls the lines let light through, all the more 
stronger the brighter that Transloetje is set. Metallicappie 
Dot manages the same, but with a subtle hole pattern. 
Minimalistic in detail, but grand when it comes to e� ect. 
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